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In Black Manhattan, his 1930 landmark study of the historical and literary development of Harlem, 

James Weldon Johnson describes “the greatest city of the New World” as “not merely a colony 

community or settlement—not at all a ‘quarter’ or a slum or a fringe—but a black city, located in 

the heart of white Manhattan, and containing more Negroes to the square mile than any other spot 

on earth” (p. 3-4). Through these words, Johnson acknowledges the undeniable impact of literary 

and cultural movements such as the Harlem Renaissance that re-envisioned the Black community 

no longer as a subculture but as an epicenter of urban revival, intellectual inquiry, and creative 

expression championed by the Langston Hugheses and Claude McKays who left an indelible mark 

on the flourishing city. More importantly, however, Johnson notes that “Harlem is more than a 

community; it is a large-scale laboratory experiment in the race problem, and from it a good many 

facts have been found” (p. 281). Works such as Hughes’ Tambourines for Glory and McKay’s 

Harlem Glory: A Fragment of Aframerican Life are therefore important literary archives of life in 

Harlem and the conclusions that this “large-scale laboratory experiment” reached in redefining the 

American identity itself but for also testing theories of racial uplift and Black aggregation that 

could possibly transform the American racial landscape. This paper will examine these important 

works and their insights into building a unique Black infrastructure through the Black church 

experiment, symbolized through figures such as Father Divine. 
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